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 Spinal neuropharmacological agents have been widely used for the management of chronic pain since the discovery of 
opiate receptors in the spinal cord. Within the spinal cord, opiate receptors are localized in an area corresponding to the 
substantia gelatinosa, which is a first site for the integration of sensory information in the central nervous system [1]. 
Medications delivered directly into the spinal space, namely the intrathecal space bypass the blood brain barrier and 
theoretically should provide better analgesic efficacy without the adverse effects that accompany systemic administration of 
these composites [2]. Spinal opioids act on the substantia gelatinosa of the dorsal horn causing both pre-synaptic and post-
synaptic inhibition of primary afferent transmission [3]. The analgesic effect of morphine when administered at the spinal level 
was first demonstrated in 1976 in animal studies [4]. Prior to this investigation it was believed that narcotic analgesia was 
mediated by the action of a drug on a supraspinal level. The clinical application of these discoveries was demonstrated when 
spinally administered opioids were used to manage cancer pain successfully [5]. 

 Subsequent use of adjuvant analgesics: bupivacaine and clonidine appeared to improve clinical efficacy and the 
development of the novel analgesic ziconotide limited to intrathecal use maintained a need for technological intrathecal 
delivery. The long term management of chronic non-cancer pain and many cases of cancer pain using spinally administered 
drugs is conducted via implantable intrathecal drug delivery (ITDD) systems. There is evidence supporting the use of ITDD for 
chronic non-cancer pain [6, 7], cancer pain [8, 9] and spasticity [10, 11]. However, the value of this technology for the 
management chronic non-cancer pain is not consensual. In the United Kingdom, the British Pain Society working group 
considered that there is mounting evidence of the effectiveness of ITDD in patients with chronic non-cancer pain [12, 13]. NHS 
England has recently decommissioned ITDD for severe chronic non-cancer pain as it was considered that there was insufficient 
evidence to support routine commissioning [14]. The decision was based on clinical and economic studies available. Although 
there is an obvious need for a good quality randomised controlled trial with a nested economic evaluation of ITDD using 
opioids for patients with chronic non-cancer pain, purchasers and regulators should recognise and appreciate the considerable 
clinical, cost and regulatory hurdles of attempting to conduct randomised controlled trials on a drug therapy of last resort in the 
management of chronic pain. Moreover, for the purposes of adequate decision-making, the best studies currently available 
should be selected, and their usefulness and limitations correctly interpreted. Currently, in the UK access to patients with non-
cancer pain that can potentially benefit from ITDD is denied. 

 This thematic issue assumes therefore additional importance by focusing on advances in spinal neuropharmacological 
agents for the management of chronic non-cancer pain. 

 Moore and McCrory present the first review investigating proteomic changes associated with intrathecal morphine, 
hydromorphone, fentanyl, bupivicaine, methyprednisolone, baclofen, clonidine, and ziconotide [15]. This review discusses 
common proteomic pathways associated with the initiation and maintenance of neuropathic pain, and the mechanism of action 
of intrathecal analgesics. 

 The review by Pope and colleagues discusses the pharmacology, safety and efficacy of commonly used intrathecal agents 
for the management of chronic non-cancer pain providing important information to consider for medication selection, taking 
into account the physiochemical properties of these agents [16]. 

 Brookes et al. conducted the first systematic review of randomised controlled trials evaluating the effectiveness of 
ziconotide monotherapy for the management of chronic neuropathic pain [17]. The pooled effect from the meta-analysis was 
statistically significant demonstrating that intrathecal ziconotide as a monotherapy was superior to placebo for the management 
of patients with chronic neuropathic pain. 

 Yaksh and colleagues present a comprehensive assessment as to the state of the art of spinal agents [18]. This review not 
only provides information on the mechanism of action, drug molecules, adverse events and future directions of current spinal 
agents but also gives indications about novel approaches to modify the function of systems that process nociceptive information 
and future issues of intrathecal delivery. 
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 We expect this special issue to be of great interest to the clinical and scientific community, opening new directions for the 
adequate management of chronic non-cancer pain. 
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